'EPECUR' experiment setup is under construction at the beam line 322 of the ITEP proton synchrotron. The experiment requires several large area drift chambers to provide reasonable acceptance and fine pitch proportional chambers for beam particle tracking with total number of electronic channels of about 7000. New compact and cost effective readout system for these gaseous detectors was designed, prototyped and tested in the latest two years based on the modern technologies in analog and digital electronics, as well as in data transfer protocols. Mass production of the proportional chamber electronics is close to the end, while the boards for the drift chambers are manufactured in the amount to equip one 8-plane module. The paper presents the functional description of the whole DAQ system and its main parts together with some of the test results as an illustration of the excellent performance of the system. The appendix contains specific information which may be useful for the system users or code developers. 
Introduction
'EPECUR' experiment is primarily aimed at the search of the cryptoexotic narrow nucleon resonance N 10 , the non-strange neutral member of the pentaquark antidecuplet [1] . General search for narrow pion-nucleon resonances is also implied.
The method is the scan of the invariant mass of π − p system in s-channel in the region (1610-1770) MeV with the explicit detection of π − p and K 0 Λ final states, which is essentially a very accurate cross-section measurement of the mentioned processes in very fine steps in energy.
The setup is under construction at the universal beam line 322 of the U-10 synchrotron (ITEP, Moscow). The beam line ideally fits the experiment requirements due to its very good momentum resolution of better than 0.1 % [2] and reasonably high typical intensity of 2 · 10 5 negative pions per accelerator cycle (every 4 seconds). The project is a united effort of ITEP (Moscow), PNPI (St. Petersburg) and ACU (Abilene, USA). The construction started in 2005 from scratch and the beginning of data taking is scheduled on early 2008.
To reach the goal of the experiment two types of tracking detectors are required: a) small but fast detectors for incident particle tracking and its momentum measurement; b) large acceptance high accuracy detectors for the tracking of the reaction products.
Both detectors should have as little matter as possible on the way of the particles to minimize multiple scattering and maintain the beam momentum resolution. Fine pitch proportional chamber is a good solution for a). In addition such detector provides fast trigger capability, allowing to minimize the number of scintillation counters in the beam. Two-coordinate chamber with 1 mm pitch and 200×200 mm 2 sensitive area has 400 sensitive wires. Wire drift chambers with hexagonal cell structure [3] and 20 mm cell diameter were selected as the best choice for b). Typical drift chamber module covers 800×1200 mm 2 area and is a stack of 4 submodules with horizontal, vertical and tilted wire directions. Each submodule has two planes of drift cells, resulting in approximately 530 sensitive wires per module.
The setup at its final stage includes 6 proportional chambers, 5 drift modules of the mentioned size, as well as a twice larger drift module and 4 smaller modules. This gives 2400 proportional and approximately 4300 drift sensitive wires and corresponding number of electronic channels.
Limited funding of the project together with the relatively large number of required electronic channels put out a challenge to built a cost effective data acquisition system for the experiment. To lower the cost the simplest and most compact solution was implemented using only commercially available components. Variety of modern integrated circuits, both analog and digital, together with advanced PCB technology allowed to develop best quality devices meeting the experiment requirements. Interconnection between the parts of the DAQ is based on the wide spread protocols such as USB and Ethernet, allowing application of standard interfacing modules.
During 2005-2006 all parts of the DAQ were designed, manufactured and successfully tested with the prototype detectors. Mass production of proportional chamber electronics and auxiliary hardware is close to the end, while the boards for the drift chambers are in production in the quantity necessary to equip two prototype submodules.
This paper describes the structure of the 'EPECUR' data acquisition system, as well as the principles of operation of its main components. Selected test results are also presented.
'EPECUR' DAQ Structure
The data acquisition system is illustrated by Fig. 1 and includes: 1. 100-channel proportional boards performing the following functions:
• wire signal amplification and conditioning;
• leading edge pulse discrimination;
• latching of the signals on the arrival of late trigger by means of the digital delay line;
• encoding of the hit wire numbers into the digital data flow;
• transfer of the data through a high speed USB connection;
• forming of the fast trigger output as an OR of all wire hit signals; Figure 1 . 'EPECUR' data acquisition system block diagram.
2. 24-channel drift boards with similar functionality, but with added time digitization capability and no fast trigger output; 3. locally placed distribution boxes providing power, trigger and USB connections for the boards, as well as the Ethernet interface for the data; 4. DAQ server computer and several workstations for control and monitoring, connected into a local fast Ethernet network.
Proportional and drift boards are mounted directly on the chamber frames close to the sensitive wire ends. Each of the boards is connected to a distribution box with a 4-wire USB cable and a 4-pair UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair) cable carrying power and differential trigger signals.
100-Channel Proportional Chamber Board
Proportional chamber board (Fig. 2) contains 100 identical analog channels, Xilinx FPGA chip, Cypress USB microprocessor, discriminator level DAC and power conditioning components.
The input of each channel is resistively connected to the ground to provide zero potential to the signal wire. The diode-based low capacitance protection circuit prevents the input from over-voltage in case of spark discharge in the chamber. The fast current sensitive transimpendance amplifier is based on a 1.2 GHz IC chip and provides the signal amplification of 5 mV/µA. The RC shaper-filter is designed to cut out the long tail of the charge collection signal and to reduce the high frequency noise component on the amplifier output.
A fast comparator with TTL output is used to form the leading edge discriminator. All channels have common discrimination threshold programmable in 1 mV steps by means of a serial DAC controlled by the microprocessor. The amplitude spread of the signals at the comparator input is in the range of 10 mV to 50 mV. Rather low amplification allows to avoid oscillation problem and makes the amplifier stage cost effective. At the same time a careful choice of the comparator with low offset voltage of several mV is necessary. Figure 3 shows the typical results of a board threshold spread test. Due to the bias currents flowing into the comparator inputs, the actual discriminator level is always several mV below the common voltage, applied to the negative comparator inputs. Figure 2 . Proportional chamber board block diagram. from 0 to 15 mV and back, correspondingly. The range of 3 to 5 mV is the region of instability, where many of the channels are very close to their thresholds and start switching synchronously causing positive feedback from the TTL output to the amplifier input. This is the reason why the solid and dashed lines do not coincide. The software can also identify the region where the oscillating switching of the comparator outputs occur; the half number of oscillating channels is presented by the dash-dotted and dotted lines for ascending and descending threshold voltages. As it's seen from Fig. 3 , at threshold voltages above 7 mV all 100 channels are not trigged and ready to accept small signals, while the total threshold spread is 6 mV.
All comparator outputs are tied to the inputs of the Spartan-3 [4] Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip and all subsequent signal processing is done digitally inside this chip. Figure 4 illustrates the the idea of the configuration implemented in th FPGA.
The leading edge of the signal from the comparator is captured by the 'edge detector' and starts two counters. The 'length counter' is intended for producing a signal of several clock periods 1 which is then put to the digital 1 The internal clock frequency of the FPGA is 96 MHz, corresponding clock period is about 10 ns. delay line. The 'dead time counter' blocks the further acceptance of signals by the channel for a certain amount of time. This is done to suppress 'ringing' on the input line caused by the crossing of the comparator threshold by the long and slowly changing charge collection tail. Both counters are separately programmable, but to the same values for all channels (see Table A4 ). A pulse of one clock period from each channel is used to form the grand OR trigger output. The duration and the delay of the signal on this output are also programmable in one clock period steps. A channel may be completely disabled, or its participation in the grand OR may be forbidden, by setting corresponding MASK or ORMSK bits. The state of all 100 'length counter' outputs is continuously piped through the digital delay line. On the (late) arrival of the actual system trigger a time slice is retrieved from a certain (programmable) depth of the delay line, representing the state of all channels on the time of the event which caused the trigger. This 100-bit wide time slice is stored to the encoder FIFO which provides buffering and ensures dead-timeless operation. The encoder converts the nonzero bit positions in the slice into the sequence of their numbers and directs it to the output FIFO preceded by some control information including the sequential trigger number (see Table A2 for details).
The data is then transferred to the USB microprocessor [5] and buffered there to form an USB packet [6] which can be retrieved on the request from the host computer. Another data line is used by the processor to load and read the programmable registers inside the FPGA. The microprocessor is also responsible for generating the test pulse which is distributed to each analog channel input through a small capacitance.
The microprocessor code and the FPGA configuration firmware is not stored on the board thus eliminating additional cost expenses for the large flash memory chip and saving the board space. Instead, on power up the bootloader hardcoded into the microprocessor retrieves the application code through the USB from the host computer. In turn, this code provides the possibility to configure the FPGA chip with the firmware downloaded by the USB host. In addition such approach gives an extreme flexibility of changing the microprocessor code as well as the FPGA configuration. A very small I 2 C flash memory is used to keep the board identification and serial numbers which are programmed at the production time.
The summary of USB requests served by the application code is presented in Table A1 . The board dimensions are 275×120 mm 2 ( Fig. 5 ) and the connection to the chamber is done via the 200 pin two row 90 o male header connector (all pins in the second row are the signal ground). Several LED indicators (see Table A6 ) visualize the board status. Power requirements are listed in the Table 1 . The power is supplied to the board through an RJ45 8 pin connector (Table A7 ) which also provides the trigger connection. Natural convection airflow is enough at room temperature for the board cooling in any position, but forced ventilation is required if the board is placed in a closed volume. 
24-Channel Drift Chamber Board
The structure of the drift chamber board is very similar to that of the proportional one, discussed in the previous section (Fig. 2) . The main differences are:
• only 24 analog channels per board;
• faster transimpendance amplifier;
• completely different FPGA configuration with individual channel timing capability;
• additional circuity for temperature and power monitoring;
• smaller board size.
The FPGA configuration for the drift chamber board is presented in Fig 6 . The input stage of each channel is similar to that of the proportional design and includes 'edge detector' and 'dead time counter'. On the detection of the signal the value of the 13-bit absolute time counter is latched and stored to an intermediate '2 word FIFO'. The equivalent frequency of the counter is 576 MHz, corresponding to 1.74 ns time measurement unit. Each channel has its locally placed absolute time counter to minimize the connection delays on the FPGA crystal. All counters are synchronized on the system initialization and at the beginning of each accelerator cycle period. Nonempty intermediate FIFOs store their content to the main 'hit time FIFO' arbitrating on the 'channel number priority' basis. Channel number is stored to the main FIFO together with the absolute time value latched by this channel.
Only those channel hits that fall into a certain window are processed. Two programmable registers (Table A5 ) are responsible for the definition of this window: WINBEG designates the beginning of the window prior to the arrival of the system trigger, while WINLEN is the window length (see Fig 7) .
The absolute time value of the oldest (first in the queue) hit is always present on the main FIFO output. The running value of the 'age threshold' is continuously calculated by the 'old hits removal logic' as the absolute time decreased by the WINBEG setting (actually this is 'window begin' given the trigger arrives at the current moment). The two values are continuously compared and the hit is removed from the FIFO as soon as it becomes older than the 'age threshold'. Thus the oldest hit in the FIFO on the moment of actual trigger arrival will be the first hit falling into the trigger window. The procedure also ensures that the FIFO is never overflown in case no triggers follow the wire signals.
On the detection of the system trigger processing of the channel signals arrived by this time starts. The trigger arrival time is digitized by the separate channel also in terms of the absolute time. The beginning of the actual window is calculated and this value is then subtracted from the consequent hit values from the FIFO to form the hit time values T HIT , relative to the window begin. These resulting values are passed to the output FIFO preceded by the sequential trigger number. The procedure stops and the trigger is considered to be served when the main FIFO is empty or a hit value later than the window end is encountered. The hits left in the FIFO will either become 'old' and be removed or picked up by the next trigger window.
Processing of each hit in the window takes one CLK2 period 2 , so the trigger service time is proportional to the number of hits in the window. During this service time other triggers appearing on the input do not start the hit selection procedure, but increment the trigger counter. During the data taking, if even some triggers are lost, probably differently in different boards, the trigger number preceding the data of a certain event will always be the same in all boards.
In case of frequent triggers, the trigger windows of the consequent triggers may overlap. In this case the earlier trigger will sweep the hits from the main FIFO, which might also correspond to the later one. This possibility should be taken into account in the data processing.
The further data transferring in the drift chamber board is essentially the same as in the proportional one, except that the structure of the data flow is different reflecting the timing capability (Table A3) .
The board dimensions are 300×50 mm 2 (Fig. 5) , connection to the chamber is done via the two 24 pin two row 90 o male header connectors (as in the proportional design, every second pin is signal ground). LED indicators are similar to those of the proportional board (Table A6) . Power requirements are listed in the Table 2 . Power and trigger connection is the same as in the proportional design (Table A7 ), so that the same cables can be used for both types of the boards. Power dissipation is more than 3 times less than that of the proportional board, yet forced airflow should be used for cooling if many of the boards are placed in a closed 
Distribution Box
In the framework of 'EPECUR' DAQ system the data is transferred from the chamber boards by means of universal serial bus (USB) [6] . This approach has many obvious advantages, based on the fact that USB is well developed and widely spread:
• high transfer speed 480 Mbit/s;
• thin 4 wire connection cable;
• up to 127 'devices' on one branch;
• 'device' side controller chips are readily available and relatively cheap;
• software development tools are well developed for both 'host' and 'device' sides;
• many standard items are commercially available (i.e. cables, connectors, hubs etc.).
The main disadvantage of USB is the 5 m limit on a single connection cable length, while the experiment requires transferring of the data for distances up to 100 m.
To solve this problem the distribution boxes were developed, which are placed locally near the chambers and serve as an intellectual interface collecting data from the boards through the USB and sending them to the server computer by means of fast Ethernet.
At the same time power and trigger signals need to be delivered to the boards. Placing of the power supplies and trigger distribution logic into the same box with the data interface allows to make the system most compact.
To achieve minimum cost most of the components used in the distribution box are just commercially available blocks. The distribution box contents is illustrated in Fig. 8 and includes:
• standard Pentium based motherboard with USB, Ethernet LAN, parallel and serial controllers on it and enabled 'LAN boot' feature; • regular PC power supply (PS) providing power to the motherboard and control circuits on the distribution board; • two equally modified standard 300 W PC power supplies, capable of up to 25 A current on main low voltage supply lines; • 3 USB hubs, 7 port each, allowing up to 25 USB connections together with 4 USB ports on the motherboard; • specially designed distribution board, performing the following functions:
-power distribution for up to 24 boards through RJ45 connectors; -additional power filtering and reverse voltage protection; -conversion of the NIM system trigger signal to LVDS and its multiplication for individual boards; -reception of the LVDS grand OR triggers from the proportional chambers, performing majority coincidence function on them and conversion of the resulting signal to NIM for further use by the fast system trigger logic; -conditioning of the PS status signals and making them available for the motherboard through the serial port modem lines; -providing remote board power control (on/off) using another serial port line; -programming of the fast Xilinx CPLD [7] , which performs majority coincidence, by means of the motherboard parallel port; -visible LED indication of all power lines and trigger signals.
The distribution box is capable of serving up to 24 drift chamber boards, but only up to 16 proportional chamber boards due to the current limit of the power supplies. The box is connected to the outer world by means of only 4 cables:
• AC line cable;
• fast Ethernet cable;
• two coaxial cables, transferring NIM triggers to and from the box.
The box dimensions are 500 × 200 × 350 mm 3 (W×H×D). The power consumption from the AC line strongly depends on the number of boards connected to the box but does not exceed 400 W. Three power supply fans provide sufficient cooling airflow inside the whole box.
Selected Test Results
Both types of boards and the whole DAQ system underwent a lot of various tests both on laboratory tabletop and in real beam conditions. The detailed description of the test procedures is beyond the scope of this paper, yet some of the test results would give a good illustration of the system performance.
The proportional boards were tested with 1 mm pitch 200×200 mm 2 proportional chambers both with a radioactive β-source and with proton beams of the ITEP synchrotron and of the PNPI cyclotron. Two gas mixtures were tried: Ar(67%)CO 2 (33%) and Ar(75%)C 4 H 10 (24.7%)CF 3 Br(0.3%), so called 'magic mixture'. Both variants showed excellent performance in various beam conditions, except that the first gas mixture is efficient at potential plane voltages about 300 V higher than that for the 'magic mixture'.
The figures below illustrate the typical performance of the proportional system under the following conditions:
• collimated β-source;
• chamber load 1 · 10 5 e/s; • trigger rate 2.5 · 10 3 s −1 ; • 'magic' gas. Figure 9 shows the efficiency of the chamber as a function of the applied high voltage at various discriminator threshold settings. The maximum value is lower than 100% due to the relative geometry of the chamber and the trigger scintillation counter. Yet a reliable plato of 100-200 V can be observed for all threshold values.
The distribution of the number of hits detected in the chamber for a given trigger is shown in Fig. 10a . Some events in zero bin account for the geometrical inefficiency. Nearly 60% of particles produce exactly one hit in the chamber. About 30% of the events give two hits, which is natural if charge division between adjacent wires for inclined tracks is taken into account. Figure 10b is obtained at the same conditions and represents the profile distribution of the source beam. Only one 100-channel board is active and the source is centered in the half-plane, corresponding to this board. The leftmost 6 wires are insensitive by the chamber design.
1 mm pitch proportional chambers are considered to be difficult to work with, compared to commonly used 2 mm ones. Yet the designed system shows excellent performance even in this case.
The drift chamber boards are more complicated in functionality. Their time measurement capability was paid special attention to during the testing. One of the tests is briefly described below. A random pulse derived from a PMT noise was applied to one or several channel inputs, while the trigger was made of this signal by delaying it on a fixed cable line for a few hundred nanoseconds. The drift board essentially measures the time between the signal and the trigger, so one would expect constant measured time for this test. The result of this test is presented in Fig. 11 . The signal and trigger arrival times are digitized independently, so it's quite natural that the measured difference is distributed between two adjacent bins. Monotonicity and linearity of the conversion was also checked by changing the cable delay in 0.5 ns steps and recording the peak positions.
Most of the beam tests of the drift board were performed with a small prototype drift chamber with hexagonal structure, which is designed in a form of a barrel. Cell diameter is 20 mm and 24 cells are arranged into 4 sensitive planes, two of them shifted half cell diameter. Such design allows to perform best χ 2 track reconstruction like it is shown in Fig. 12 . Looking at Fig. 13a which presents the number of hits per trigger in the barrel exposed to a focused beam perpendicular to the sensitive planes, one can make conclusions on the chamber efficiency. About 67% of events give exactly one hit in each plane, resulting in strong maximum at 4 hits per trigger. Small fraction of 5-and 6-hit events (about 20%) represents the cases, when in one or two planes charge division between adjacent cells occurred. Number of 3-hit events is a real measure of a single plane inefficiency and the resulting number is (1 − ε) =4.7%. Noticeable amount of zero-hit events can be accounted by the trigger quality as well as by the effect of the trigger window overlapping, which becomes not negligible at trigger rates as high as 10 5 s −1 and 1 µs window length. It's worth mentioning that the efficiency picture remains essentially the same in wide ranges of applied high voltages and discriminator threshold settings. Figure 13b presents the distribution of the drift time in the cells with defocused perpendicular beam (nearly flat beam density over the cell size). Due to the 1/r dependence of the drift field the distribution density significantly increases for small drift times, while the bump on the right side of the figure corresponds to the very long drift times of the charges, produced in the area of zero field close to the cell boundary. This distribution can be used for building the drift function X(t DRIF T ) giving the hit spatial coordinate by the measured drift time.
The final goal of the tests of the drift chamber in conjunction with the designed electronic boards was to understand the spatial accuracy of the whole system. The capability of the barrel for the straight track reconstruction allows to perform the accuracy analysis. For 4-hit tracks the distribution of sums of deviations squared should be a χ 2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom which has a form of exponential function. If properly normalized, the exponent value gives the average hit deviation from the best straight track, i.e. the coordinate accuracy of a single drift cell. Such a χ 2 distribution together with its exponential fit is presented in Fig. 14 . The cell radius is taken for the coordinate measurement unit, so that the resulting exponent value should be multiplied by 8.5 mm to get the cell accuracy (180 µm). The accuracy has only very weak dependence on the high voltage on the potential wires (i.e. the gaseous amplification) and on the discriminator threshold setting, even in cases when the cell efficiency significantly drops. This result is not completely understood yet, since all the empirical considerations state that the accuracy should decrease when the signal amplitude becomes smaller.
Conclusions
The data acquisition system for the proportional and drift chambers of the 'EPECUR' experiment was designed, tested and produced in ITEP in less than 2 years. Taking advantages of modern electronic technologies a really cost effective and compact DAQ system was build and showed excellent performance features. Tests with chamber prototypes showed good efficiency even with 1 mm proportional chmabers and resulted in 180 µm spatial accuracy in hexagonal drift cells.
The system is a keystone of the 'EPECUR' experiment and the 'EPECUR' team hopes that the fast progress in the setup construction in spite of all difficulties will lead them soon to excellent physics results.
Appendix.
Proportional and Drift Boards Programming Reference Notes:
1. For USB standard and specific to CYPRESS µprocessor Endpoint 0x0/0x80 requests see [6] and [5] . 2. Board temperature fields are only meaningful for the drift chamber board. 1. CLK frequency is 96 MHz. 2. 4 most significant bits are RW, but have no effect. 3. 4 most significant bits always read 0 1. In drift chamber boards the LVDS trigger outputs are always driven passive. 2. A standard UTP Ethernet cable can be used for the power and trigger connection.
